BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SECTION

Preliminary Tribal Index

For use in finding location of a particular tribe. Lists many synonyms and misnomers, giving the appropriate tribal name as used in the main tribal catalogue, e.g. Binnigora see Binigura.

Area code numbers are given where applicable.
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL TRIBAL CATALOGUE

Tribes are in numerical coding order. Each tribal section is divided into three parts:

S - Social Anthropology and Material Culture
P - Physical Anthropology
L - Linguistic Information

Within these divisions, cards are filed alphabetically by author.

The Institute has published annotated bibliographies for the following areas:
A and C Central Australian and Western Desert Regions
G North-West-Central Queensland
K Kimberley Region
N Arnhem Land Peninsular Region, incl. Bathurst and Melville Islands
Y Cape York

Key to areas
* contemporary area in A and W, listed in W